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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques have received significant
attention among research communities in the field of networking, image pro-
cessing, natural language processing, robotics, etc. At the same time, a major
problem in wireless sensor networks (WSN) is node localization, which aims to
identify the exact position of the sensor nodes (SN) using the known position
of several anchor nodes. WSN comprises a massive number of SNs and records
the position of the nodes, which becomes a tedious process. Besides, the
SNs might be subjected to node mobility and the position alters with time.
So, a precise node localization (NL) manner is required for determining the
location of the SNs. In this view, this paper presents a new quantum bird
migration optimizer-based NL (QBMA-NL) technique for WSN. The goal of
the QBMA-NL approach is for determining the position of unknown nodes in
the network by the use of anchor nodes. The QBMA-NL technique is mainly
based on the mating behavior of bird species at the time of mating season. In
addition, an objective function is derived based on the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) and Euclidean distance from the known to unknown SNs.
For demonstrating the improved performance of the QBMA-NL technique,
a wide range of simulations take place and the results reported the supreme
performance over the recent NL techniques.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence; wireless communication; wireless sensor
networks; metaheuristics; quantum computing; node localization

1 Introduction

With the recent developments in wireless transmission, designing, manufacturing, and electronics
of wireless sensor nodes (SN) using reasonable price, small size, low power consumption, and many
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other applications have become widespread. These tiny SNs with the capabilities like receiving
environmental data on the basis of processing and sensor type transmitting data have affected the
development of network types that are known as wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1]. The problem
of spatial coordinate/location evaluation of WSN is known as localization. Over the last decades,
localization in WSN has become a popular field of research. Knowing the location of nodes in WSN
is essential for few protocols and applications, e.g., inquiry and tracking [2]. Because of the randomly
distributed nodes and the mobility in few applications a suitable node localization (NL) algorithms are
required [3]. Sensors localization is critical in almost all the aforementioned cooperative tasks since
the location data play a significant part in the coordinated performances. In general, NL methods
could be categorized into distributed approaches and centralized approaches, and the later methods are
assumed to be more flexible and efficient in largescale networks. Even though the present approaches
could provide solutions to the NL problems, still there is a great possibility to study more on it. Fig. 1
depicts the structure of WSN.

Figure 1: Overview of WSN

Even though GPS could locate accurately, it isn’t realistic to equip each microsensor using GPS
in WSN because of their limited usage environment and high price. Likewise, the NL performance
of GPS in indoor and other complicated environment may not be sufficient. Hence, it is one of
the difficult processes for designing effective and intelligent localization algorithms under restricted
conditions [4]. Currently, the study goals to exploit the connection and interaction among the sensors
for achieving the aim of localization. Based on the requirement to calculate the distance among
the original nodes in the NL method, it may split the localization algorithms into range free and
range based localization algorithms. The previous need to calculate the accurate azimuth/distance
among nearby nodes and make use of the original distance among nodes to measure the NL of
the unknown nodes [5]; like angle of arrival (AOA), received signal strength indicator (RSSI), time-
difference of arrival (TDOA), and time-of-arrival (TOA). With regard to this last, it can depend on
the networks connectivity among the nodes, using the calculated distance among the nodes to measure
the NL algorithm without calculating the original distance amongst others; it involves Approximate
Point in Triangle Test (APIT), Amorphous, Multi-Dimensional Scaling-programming (MDS-MAP),
Centroid, and Distance Vector-Hop (DV-Hop).

Range free approach has the advantage of being simple hardware equipment, lower costs and
energy utilization strong anti-measurement noise capability; they could offer satisfactory NL per-
formances and, subsequently, gained more interest over the past few decades [6]. DV-Hop, as the
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distributed NL method depends on distance vector routing, is a procedure which has received
considerable interest because of its low equipment requirements and simplicity. There exist 2 types of
sensors in WSN: the anchor nodes along known position, as well as the unknown nodes, to be placed
[7]. The NL method’s aim is to measure the position of the unknown node in different manners. DV-
Hop includes 3 stages: initially, each node in the network receive a hop count value from an anchor
node; then it is measured the normal distance for all hops per anchor node; Next, the calculated
distance is attained by increasing the normal distance for all hops as well as the minimal hop count
values [8]. Lastly, the 3rd stage is for calculating the NL of unknown nodes on the basis of minimum
square approach, once the unknown nodes retrieve a calculated distance from more than three anchor
nodes. The DV-Hop algorithms are easier to implement, and the NL efficacy attainments are based
largely on the calculated performance of normal distance for all hops as well as hop count values
among the nodes [9]. We already know that the estimation error of the normal distance for all hops
and the calculation error of hop count values are the 2 major causes of the calculation distance error.

Han et al. [10], proposed a DEIDV-Hop, an improved WSNL algorithm on the basis of DE and
enhanced DV-Hop algorithm, that enhances the challenge of possible errors regarding the normal
distance for all hops. Presented to the arbitrary individual of mutation operations which increases the
wide range of the population, arbitrary mutations are infused to improve the premature convergence
and search stagnation of the DE method. Depending on the produced individuals, the social learning
parts of PSO method are embedding from the crossover operations which accelerate the convergences
speed and improve optimization results. In order to decrease the error in the distance calculation phase,
an NL approach for WSN depends on VPDC is presented in [11]. In the distance calculation step,
initially, the distance per hop on the short transmission paths among the beacon and unknown nodes
are estimated by the utilization of VP approach; Next, the length of short transmission paths is attained
by adding the distance per hop; lastly, the unknown distance among the nodes is attained based on
the DC and optimum path search method.

Kotiyal et al. [12] propose an ECS approach for minimizing the ALE as well as the amount of
time required to localize unknown nodes. In this way, they executed ES method that enhances the
search procedure considerably by departing the search loop when the optimum solutions are achieved.
Furthermore, they have estimated the ECS method and compare it to the adapted CS approach. Yang
et al. [13] aim to define NL using higher accuracy by SIA and proposed a novel NL method called
LMQPDV-hop. In this presented method an enhanced DV-Hop has been applied as an alternative
method for collecting the calculation distance, where the normal hop distance has been adapted with
determined weights for reducing the distance errors amongst the nodes. Further, an effective LMQPSO
approach has been proposed for finding an optimal coordinate of the unknown node.

Jiang et al. [14], proposed a DVHop method improved with optimized ISSA. First, the maximal
hop distance errors are employed for correcting the hop distance from the unknown nodes to
every anchor node for reducing the calculated distance errors. Next, Levy flights were presented
for enhancing the capability of sparrow search approach for jumping of local optimal and adapting
Powell local search method for improved convergences of the approach. Lastly, the experimental result
shows that in uneven regions, related to the traditional DV-Hop method, the localization errors of
an enhanced method are significantly decreased, and the localization performances are efficiently
developed. El Khediri et al. [15] proposed an algorithm to make various node clusters with an enhanced
K-means clustering method named OK-means. A single hop transmission mode is used for intracluster
transmission where multihop transmission modes are employed with the intercluster transmission. The
accuracy can be estimated by Ns-2 simulators.
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Wang et al. [16], proposed A new NL method called KELM-HQ. The presented method uses
the actual hop counts among unknown and anchor nodes as the training input and the location of
anchor as the training target with a trained KELM. Also, the presented method uses actual hop counts
among unknown nodes as the test sample for computing the location of unknown nodes for the KELM
training. Karunanithy et al. [17] proposed an RDCM that employs 6 direction antennas for achieving
an omnidirectional design of radiation. These transceiver model are employed as an omnidirectional
or direction radiation pattern mode for NL algorithm and gathers precise data. On the other hand,
the proposed method employs RSS, AoA, also x, y coordinate values come from a single anchor node
for locating the sensors location.

This paper presents a new quantum bird migration optimizer-based NL (QBMA-NL) technique
for WSN with an intention of determining the position of unknown nodes in the network by the use
of anchor nodes. The QBMA-NL algorithm is stimulated by the mating behavior of bird species at the
time of mating season. Also, the QBMA algorithm involves the incorporation of quantum computing
(QC) concepts into the traditional BMA. Moreover, an objective function is derived using RSSI and
Euclidean distance from the known to unknown SNs. A wide range of simulations take place on
MATLAB tool and the results are inspected interms of different evaluation parameters.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 System Model

Consider a WSN which has of N SN as well as sink node. The SN was utilized from 2D observing
region. Every SN is homogeneous, static, and self-organization. The sink node has been resource rich
device and extended broadcast power which allows it for sending its message to some SN from network.
It can be considered as every SN identity it places coordinate and their value was constant. During the
clustered based WSN framework, it can be considered that every CHs aggregate the sensed information
established in their CM and transfer the aggregated data of cluster to sink node with utilizing inter-
cluster multi-hop routing.

During this energy approach, energy utilization at all nodes is dependent upon the size of data
packet and distance that exists sent in the source nodes [18]. In order to transmit the l-bits of data
packet in the SN to their d distance distant receiver node, entire energy utilization of SN was computed
as subsequent formula:

ETx (l, d) = {
l × Eelec + l × εfs × d2, if d < d0l × Eelec + l × εmp × d4, if d < d0

}
(1)

But, to receive the l-bits of data packet at SN, energy utilized by receiver nodes are computed as
subsequent formula:

ERx = l × Eelec (2)

Where value of Eelec implies the energy dissipated per bit in implementation of transmitting/receiv-
ing circuit. εfs and εmp represents the amplification number of broadcast amplifier to free space and
multi-path approach correspondingly. d0 signifies the threshold broadcast distance and their value has
been usually

√
εfs/εmp .

2.2 Algorithmic Design of QBMA Technique

The BMA is a population based stochastic search approach which is presented by [19] for
addressing continuously optimized issues. The performance of this technique was dependent upon
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mimicking the mating approaches of bird species in mating season. During this technique, the mating
procedure of birds contains the utilize of 3 important operators for producing a novel generation: 2-
parent mating (PM), multi-parent mating (MPM), and mutation. In 2-PM is 2 parents mate together
for breeding individual novel brood, but MPM is if PM with minimum of 2 other parents for breeding
one novel brood. The mutation is a technique in which female parent takes a novel brood without the
use of males by adapting their individual genes.

The parthenogenesis has been mating type where the female bird creates the brood without mating
with male. During this technique, all females attempt to generate their brood by adjusting and altering
their genes with existing rate. All the female birds from parthenogenetic group produce the brood as
projected from Eq. (3):

for i = 1: n

if r1 > mcfp

xbrood (i) = x (i) + μ × (r2 − r3) × x (i);

else xbrood (i) = x (i)

end

end (3)

where x(i) represents the ith bird, xbrood implies the output brood, n refers the issue dimensional (gene
count), mcfp signifies the mutation control issue of parthenogenesis, r1 indicates the arbitrary number
amongst [0,1], and μ defines the step size. Eq. (4) demonstrates the procedure of generating a novel
brood in 2 elected parents [20]:

�x = �x + w × �r. × (�xi − �x)

c = a arbitrary integer number amongst 1 and n

if r1 > mcf

xbrood (c) = l (c) − r2 × (l (c) − u (c));

end (4)

where w stands for a time-varying weight for adjusting the elected female, �r implies the 1 × d vector
where all elements are distributed arbitrary number amongst [0,1] and this arbitrary vector controls
the equivalent element of

(�xi − �x)
, n defines the issue dimensional, mfc indicates the mutation control

influence that is allocated amongst [0,1] and [u, l] are the upper as well as lower bounds of elements
correspondingly. Fig. 2 illustrates the flowchart of BMA technique.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of BMA [19]

Then, electing the female by a selective method and all the male birds mate with his elected females.
The outcome brood was generated by subsequent procedure:

�xi = �x + w ×
n1∑

j=1

�rj. × (�xi
j − �x)

C = a arbitrary number amongst 1 and n

if r1 > mcf

xbrood (c) = l (c) − r2 × (l (c) − u (c));

end (5)

where ni implies the amount of elected female birds and xi
j refers the jth elected bird.

The process of BMA is as following:

• Step1 (Parameter Initialize): Initialization the BMA parameters such as society size (SS),
percentage of all groups from the society, number of mates (nm), Mutation control factor (mcf ),
and maximum number of generations (NG).

• Step2 (Society Initialize): arbitrarily initialization the group of possible solutions and increase
to the society. All the solutions are assumed as bird and it is identified by vector with length of
n.

• Step3 (Society Estimation): compute the quality of all birds utilizing an estimation function.
• Step4 (Ranking): ranking the birds from society depends upon their quality.
• Step5 (Classification): Split the society as to 5 sets of birds: polyandrous, polygynous, monog-

amous, parthenogenetic and promiscuous.
• Step6 (Breeding): all birds generate a novel brood utilizing their individual design.
• Step7 (Replacement): when the amount of brood was superior to the amount of birds from the

society, afterward the brood changes the bird, else, the bird endures from the society, and brood
was unrestricted.

• Step8 (End Form): repeating steps 4-7 still a set the NG was implemented.
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• Step9 (Report the optimum): choose the optimum feature of bird from the society as optimum
solution.

For improving the performance of the BMA technique, the QC concept is integrated into it. QC
has a novel kind of computing technique that adopts the approaches connected to quantum theory
like quantum entanglement, quantum measurement, and state superposition. A fundamental unit of
QC has qubit. The 2 fundamental conditions |0 > and |1 > method in qubit that is written as linear
combination of these 2 basic conditions as undrt.

|Q >= α|0 > +β|1 > (6)

|α|2 indicates the probabilities of noticing condition |0 >, |β|2 implies the probabilities of detecting
condition |1 >, where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The quantum has been established of n qubits. Based on the
nature of quantum superposition, each quantum involves 2n feasible values. An n-qubits quantum is
defined as under.

ψ =
2n−1∑
x=0

Cx|x >,
2n−1∑
x=0

|Cx|2 = 1 (7)

The quantum gate is variation the condition of qubits like rotation gate, NOT gate, Hadamard
gate, etc. The rotation gate was give details as mutation operator for making quanta schme optimum
solution and lastly define the global optimum solutions [21].

The rotation gate was determined as under:[
αd(t + 1)βd(t + 1)

] = [
cos(�θ d) − sin(�θ d)sin(�θ d)cos(�θ d)

] [
αd(t)βd(t)

]
for d = 1, 2, . . . , n (8)

�θ d = � × S(αd, βd), �θ d demonstrates the rotation angle of qubit in which � and S(αd, βd) are
size and directions of rotation correspondingly.

2.3 Application of QBMA for Node Localization

The presented technique was planned to anchor-based localization utilizing QBMA computa-
tional intelligence techniques. This technique to anchor-based localization of SN utilizing the QBMA
technique was presented [22]. The Targetarea has been provided target area in which SN is to utilize
arbitrarily, l implies the length and b represents the breath of target area, AN (u, v) refers the anchor
nodes coordinates, centroid (a, b, c, d) has been functioning for calculating the centroid of provided
region and a, b, c, d are the sides of provided destination region, SN (u, v) implies the present place of
SNs, SNtotal represents the entire amount of SNs, dim stands for the dimension of destination region,
i implies the index of SNs, SNref computes the entire amount of anchor nodes are in its range, disti

defines the evaluating the distance amongst sensor as well as anchor nodes, the place is for saving
an optimum place of optimized technique from all iterations, Maxiter demonstrates the maximal of
iteration for place modification, SearchAgent refers the agent id needed for determining a better place,
lb represents the lower bound and ub indicates the upper bound of the provided destination region.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of QBMA-NL Technique
Begin:

Targetarea = l ∗ b
AN (u, v) = centroid (a, b, c, d)

SN (u, v) = Tagetarea∗ rand (SNtotal, dim)

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: Continued
for i = 1 to SNtotal

do
SNref = RSSIrecvied (AN)

If (size
(
SNref

)
<= three))

then
The distance amongst anchor as well as SNs are computed utilizing the under formula:

disti =
√(

(ut − u)
2 + (vt − v)2

)

Evaluate the coordinate value of SN (u, v, w) utilizing under formulas:
Assume that w = 0 for 2D area

(u − u1)
2 + (v − v1)

2 + (w − w1)
2 = dist12

(u − u2)
2 + (v − v2)

2 + (w − w2)
2 = dist22

(u − u3)
2 + (v − v3)

2 + (w − w3)
2 = dist32

Call QBMA
Initialization of the arbitrary populations
Positions = initialize (SearchAgents−no, dim, ub, lb)
while (1 < MaxIter)

do
Upgrade the place of search agents from the exploration stage utilizing escape energy of prey |E|.
End while

End if
End For

END
Outputs: Localized node count, mean localization error, and calculation cost

3 Performance Validation

The performance of the QBMA-NL approach is simulated utilizing MATLAB tool. The outcomes
are investigated interms of distinct measures under varying anchor node count. Tab. 1 and Fig. 3
examine the MLE analysis of the QBMA-NL technique with recent techniques in distinct anchor node
count. The outcomes depicted that the QBMA-NL technique has accomplished effectual outcomes
with the minimalized MLE under all anchor nodes. For instance, with 10 anchors, the QBMA-
NL technique has resulted in the least MLE of 0.9002 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO
techniques have obtained a higher MLE of 7.6511, 1.3536, 1.9581, and 1.3032 respectively. Likewise,
with 40 anchors, the QBMA-NL technique has caused a minimum MLE of 0.6483 but the EO,
GWO, SSA, and HHO methodologies have reached a superior MLE of 5.3336, 1.4040, 1.7566, and
1.1521 respectively. Meanwhile, with 60 anchors, the QBMA-NL manner has resulted in a lesser
MLE of 0.5979 while the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO algorithms have gained an increased MLE
of 7.5000, 1.5047, 1.9581, and 1.1521 correspondingly. Eventually, with 80 anchors, the QBMA-NL
system has to lead to a minimal MLE of 1.0009 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO techniques
have obtained a higher MLE of 13.8982, 1.8574, 2.3612, and 1.5551 respectively. At last, with 100
anchors, the QBMA-NL approach has caused a lower MLE of 1.1017 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA,
and HHO methodologies have achieved an improved MLE of 18.2536, 1.9756, 2.5719, and 1.9835
correspondingly.
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Table 1: Mean localization error (MLE) analysis of QBMA-NL technique

Mean localization error (m)

No. of anchor nodes EO GWO SSA HHO QBMA-NL

10 7.6511 1.3536 1.9581 1.3032 0.9002
20 3.8334 1.1399 2.3612 0.8703 0.4467
30 4.8802 1.3536 1.5882 0.9505 0.6483
40 5.3336 1.4040 1.7566 1.1521 0.6483
50 6.9458 1.3032 1.8574 1.0513 0.7490
60 7.5000 1.5047 1.9581 1.1521 0.5979
70 9.0114 1.6559 2.2101 1.4040 0.7490
80 13.8982 1.8574 2.3612 1.5551 1.0009
90 12.5884 1.9285 2.5123 1.7062 1.0513
100 18.2536 1.9756 2.5719 1.9835 1.1017

Figure 3: MLE analysis of QBMA-NL model with different anchor nodes

Tab. 2 and Fig. 4 demonstrate the performance of the QBMA-NL technique interms of maximum
and minimum MLE values. On examining the minimum MLE values, the QBMA-NL technique
has accomplished capable performance with the least MLE of 0.4467 whereas the EO, GWO,
SSA, and HHO techniques have obtained an increased MLE of 3.8334, 1.1399, 1.5882, and 0.8703
respectively. At the same time, on investigative the maximum MLE values, the QBMA-NL approach
has accomplished proficient performance with the minimum MLE of 1.1017 but the EO, GWO,
SSA, and HHO methods have attained a maximum MLE of 18.2536, 1.9756, 2.5719, and 1.9835
correspondingly.
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Table 2: Maximum and minimum MLE analysis of QBMA-NL technique

Methods Minimum value Maximum value

EO 3.8334 18.2536
GWO 1.1399 1.9756
SSA 1.5882 2.5719
HHO 0.8703 1.9835
QBMA-NL 0.4467 1.1017

Figure 4: Minimum and maximum analysis of QBMA-NL model interms of MLE

Tab. 3 and Fig. 5 explores the CC analysis of the QBMA-NL approach with state-of-art manners
under different anchor node count. The outcomes depicted that the QBMA-NL technique has
accomplished effectual outcomes with the minimalized CC under all anchor nodes. For sample, with 10
anchors, the QBMA-NL technique has to lead to the least CC of 90.5512s whereas the EO, GWO, SSA,
and HHO techniques have obtained a higher CC of 189.0195s, 206.9228s, 180.0678s, and 162.1645s
correspondingly.

Table 3: Computational cost (CC) analysis of QBMA-NL technique

Computational cost (sec)

No. of anchor nodes EO GWO SSA HHO QBMA-NL

10 189.0195 206.9228 180.0678 162.1645 90.5512
20 189.0195 197.9711 189.0195 180.0678 108.4545
30 3408.5060 226.8486 223.5646 162.1645 108.4545
40 197.9711 215.8745 197.9711 184.5646 117.4062
50 171.1162 171.1162 162.1645 144.2612 72.6479
60 153.2128 171.1162 171.1162 135.3095 72.6479

(Continued)
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Table 3: Continued
Computational cost (sec)

No. of anchor nodes EO GWO SSA HHO QBMA-NL

70 144.2612 171.1162 123.5735 135.3095 81.5995
80 144.2612 162.1645 162.1645 126.3578 63.6962
90 144.2612 153.2128 162.1645 126.3578 72.6479
100 117.7639 136.2610 153.2128 120.0025 54.7446

Figure 5: CC analysis of QBMA-NL model with different anchor nodes

Also, with 40 anchors, the QBMA-NL technique has resulted in a minimal CC of 117.4062s
whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO methods have obtained a maximum CC of 197.9711, 215.8745,
197.9711 and 184.5646s respectively. In the meantime, with 60 anchors, the QBMA-NL approach has
ensued to a lower CC of 72.6479s whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO techniques have obtained a
higher CC of 153.2128, 171.1162, 171.1162 and 135.3095s respectively. Followed by, with 80 anchors,
the QBMA-NL system has resulted in a minimum CC of 63.6962s whereas the EO, GWO, SSA,
and HHO techniques have obtained a higher CC of 144.2612, 162.1645, 162.1645 and 126.3578s
correspondingly. Finally, with 100 anchors, the QBMA-NL manner has resulted in a lesser CC of
54.7446s whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO algorithms have gained a superior CC of 117.7639,
136.2610, 153.2128, and 120.0024s correspondingly.

Tab. 4 and Fig. 6 illustrate the performance of the QBMA-NL technique interms of maximum
and minimum CC values. On investigative the minimum CC values, the QBMA-NL technique has
accomplished proficient performance with the least CC of 54.7446 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA,
and HHO techniques have gained an enhanced CC of 117.7639, 136.2610, 123.5735, and 120.0025
correspondingly. At the same time, on examining the maximum CC values, the QBMA-NL technique
has accomplished capable performance with the least CC of 117.4062 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA,
and HHO methodologies have achieved a superior CC of 3408.5060, 226.8486, 223.5646, and 184.5646
correspondingly.
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Table 4: Maximum and minimum CC analysis of QBMA-NL Technique

Methods Minimum value Maximum value

EO 117.7639 3408.5060
GWO 136.2610 226.8486
SSA 123.5735 223.5646
HHO 120.0025 184.5646
QBMA-NL 54.7446 117.4062

Figure 6: Minimum and maximum analysis of QBMA-NL model interms of CC

Tab. 5 and Fig. 7 consider the NNL analysis of the QBMA-NL technique with existing techniques
under diverse NNL. The table values denoted the betterment of the QBMA-NL technique with the
higher NNL. For instance, with 10 anchors, the QBMA-NL technique has gained an increased NNL
of 134 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO techniques have resulted in a reduced NNL of 68, 130,
123, and 110 respectively. Also, with 40 anchors, the QBMA-NL manner has reached a maximum
NNL of 166 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO methods have resulted in a reduced NNL of
92, 140, 151, and 157 respectively. In line with, 60 anchors, the QBMA-NL technique has gained an
increased NNL of 158 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO systems have resulted in a reduced NNL
of 76, 150, 150, and 150 respectively. Along with that, with 80 anchors, the QBMA-NL approach has
obtained a higher NNL of 141 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO techniques have resulted in a
decreased NNL of 51, 130, 130, and 130 correspondingly. Finally, with 100 anchors, the QBMA-NL
method has gained a maximum NNL of 120 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO algorithms have
resulted in a minimum NNL of 42, 109, 111, and 120 respectively.
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Table 5: Number of nodes localized (NNL) analysis of QBMA-NL technique

No. of Nodes Localized (NNL)

No. of anchor nodes EO GWO SSA HHO QBMA-NL

10 68 130 123 110 134
20 107 136 127 159 168
30 95 155 167 173 180
40 92 140 151 157 166
50 79 135 150 152 161
60 76 150 150 150 158
70 71 141 141 141 152
80 51 130 130 130 141
90 55 120 121 121 132
100 42 109 111 113 120

Figure 7: NNL analysis of QBMA-NL model with different anchor nodes

Tab. 6 and Fig. 8 depict the performance of the QBMA-NL manner interms of maximum and
minimum NNL values. On investigative the minimum NNL values, the QBMA-NL technique has
accomplished proficient performance with the higher NNL of 120 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and
HHO approaches have gained a lower NNL of 42, 109, 111, and 113 correspondingly. Simultaneously,
on inspecting the maximum NNL values, the QBMA-NL technique has accomplished proficient
performance with the maximum NNL of 180 whereas the EO, GWO, SSA, and HHO methodologies
have achieved a decreased NNL of 107, 155, 167, and 173 respectively.
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Table 6: Maximum and minimum NNL analysis of QBMA-NL Technique

Methods Minimum value Maximum value

EO 42 107
GWO 109 155
SSA 111 167
HHO 113 173
QBMA-NL 120 180

Figure 8: Minimum and maximum analysis of QBMA-NL model interms of NNL

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel QBMA-NL technique for WSN with the aim of determining the
position of unknown nodes in the network by the use of anchor nodes. The QBMA-NL algorithm is
stimulated by the mating behavior of bird species at the time of mating season. Also, the QBMA
algorithm involves the incorporation of QC concepts into the traditional BMA. Furthermore, an
objective function is derived using RSSI and Euclidean distance from the known to unknown SNs.
A wide range of simulations take place on MATLAB tool and the outcomes are inspected with
respect to distinct evaluation parameters. The resultant experimental outcomes reported the supreme
performance over the recent NL techniques. In future, the design of QBMA-NL technique can be
improved by the inclusion of data aggregation and resource scheduling protocols in WSN.
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